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ABSTRACT: Following the disaster at Tokyo Electric Power Company's Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Station induced by the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake, Chubu Electric Power Company has been imple
menting countermeasures in Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station (NPS) against potential mega-earthquakes 
and mega-tsunamis. For this purpose, the L-shaped Tsunami protection wall 14--16 m high above the site, 
which is at an elevation of 6-8 m above sea level, was constructed along the coastline around the site. The 
total length of the protection wall was 1,600 m and it was fixed to the underground walls, which were 
embedded in rock mass to a depth of 10-30 m. Foundation rock consists of intercalated mudstone and 
sandstone. The performance and uplift resistance of the underground walls embedded in rock mass is 
investigated using centrifuge shaking table experiments with a scale of 1/30. Furthermore, finite element 
analyses for the full-scale of the protection wall were performed under a base acceleration up to 2,000 gals. 
The author describes these studies regarding the very unique actually built protection wall against mega
earthquakes and mega-tsunamis and discusses its implication for important rock engineering structures 
for very similar dynamic conditions. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview of Hamaoka NPS 

Chubu Electric Power supplies electric power to 
the central part of the main island of Japan facing 
the Pacific Ocean. The Hamaoka NPS is located in 
Shizuoka prefecture, close to Mt. Fuji and located 
along the Pacific coast (Figure 1). 

There are five nuclear power plants. Unit 1 and 
2 are under decommissioning since 2009, and other 
3 units are now waiting to restart. The total output 
of the remaining Units, 3, 4, and 5, is 3,617 MW 

1.2 Tsunami countermeasures at Hamaoka NPS 

When the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake occurred, the 
nuclear reactors of Tokyo Electric Power's Fuku
shima Daiichi NPS sensed massive seismic ground 
motions and automatically shut down. However, 
after the earthquake, tsunami waves higher than 
the station site arrived, flooding the site and build
ings. Key facilities were made unusable, including 
seawater intake pumps for cooling and emergency 
generators. When batteries ran out, the power sta
tion lost its "cooling function". Consequently this 
led to a severe accident escalating to a massive dis
charge of radioactive materials. 

Fukushima Daiichi was not fully prepared for 
the arrival of the tsunami nor the subsequent 
accident. To prevent a similar accident, we had 
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Figure 1. Location of Hamaoka NPS. 

promptly started safety improvement measures 
work, including tsunami countermeasures, after 
the accident. 

We have applied a three phase strategy to tsu
nami countermeasures in the Hamaoka NPS 
(Table l); "flooding prevention measures l ", 
"flooding prevention measures 2", and "enhanced 
emergency measures ·. ,,

Firstly, "flooding prevention measures l" are 
designed to prevent a tsunami flooding the sta-
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